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Kola~ M. et al. • EB-86-762 
Experimental Study of Low-Temperature Long-Time 
Relaxation in Epoxy Resin 

The power Q(T1 , T0 , t) released after rapid temperature 
change from initial T 1 (I. I K :S T 1 <;;. 25 K) to final T0 (I. I K .< 
·~ T0 s 4. 2 K) f:Jr 0. 2 h st $700 h was measured. At low tempe
ratures, Tl> T 0 < 2 K, the results agree with the tunneling 
theory well, aud the corresponding density of states of two
level systems Pm= I.O·I039jJg. For higher temperatures, es
sential deviations from the tunneling theory are observed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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1. Introduction 
/1-6/ According to the experimental research of recent years , 

long-time heat relaxation is a characteristic feature of amorphous 
materials: the power release Q(T 1 ,T0 ,t) observed after rapid tempera
ture change from the initial temperature T1 to the final (measuring) 
temperature T

0 
falls down very slowly. This heat relaxation - as well 

as some other features of amorphous solids - may be treated within 
the phenomenological tunneling model 17,BI. 

According to this model, localized two-level systems with quan
tum tunneling through the barrier between two wells, exist in glass
es. Each system may be characterized by the asymmetry energy ~ , the 
barrier energy VE' the well separation d , the tunneling coupling 
energy .6 

0 
= t'IW

0
exp(-;l), flW

0 
being the zero-point energy in 

either well, and the tunneling parameter A = d(2m
0

VE)1/ 2/fl (m
0 

is 
the mass of a tunneling particle). The energy splitting between the 
lowest two states in the two-well system is E = (.1 2+.1~) 1 1 2 • 

To exolain time and tAm!l~T"At11T"A h,:~roA+ ,...:a!"crd .._.~, ~-~!-'~!'!.~e!'!.~~,. ':'!:'~!::~."'

ed in glasses, the distribution function P(A,A) of two-level systems 
does not need actually to depend on A and A : for small A and .A , 
contributions of which manifest themselves for T ~ 1K and short measu
ring time, an assumption of uniform distribution is usually made, 
namely 

P(A,A) = P • const. (1) 

This leads to the time dependent distribution function for the density 
of states, 

n
0
(t) • (P/2)ln(4t/ ~min)' (2) 

where ~ min is the shortest relaxation time, and to the heat re
lease of the form 

Q(T1,T0 ,t) • (~2k~/24)PV(T~-T~)t- 1 , (3) 

where V is the volume of the specimen and kB is the Boltzmann 
number. 

Indeed, an accurate t-1 dependence of the heat release was ob
served in amorphous vitreous silica / 1-31, and in amorphous Fe80B
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and C069Fe4.5Cr2Si2.5B22 /5,6/. Heat relaxation proceeds a little 
slower in organic materiaIs, for instance Q is proportional to 
t-0• 75 in epoxy resin Stycast /3/. 

measured in vitreous siliT1-dependence of the heat release was 
ca /3/ and two metallic glasses /5,6/. The power released ia propor
tional to T~-T~ for rather low T1 and To only. One can explain the 
deviations from (3) observed for higher T1 assuming more complicated 
diatribution function for the density of atates, namely /6/ 

n(E,t) = (4 )n o(t)/(1+exp«E-Ef)/kBTb», 

where Ef = kBTf and Tb are const~nts~ 

With the distribution (4), the beat release is 

Q(T1,To , t ) (~2k~f24)PVt-1(I~(T1/Tf,Tb)T~~I2(TO/Tf,Tb)T~), (5 ) 

where 
T/T f 

I 2(T/Tf,Tb) 2(T~/T)2 J (T/Tf)I1(T/Tf,Tb)d(T/Tf) (6) 

O 

00J 2 
2 xe~(~)~

11(T/Tf,Tb) (6/T ) (7 )
(1 +exp (_x»2 (1 +exp( (xT/Tf-1 )/(Tb/Tf) 1), 

O 

The tunneling parameter J was assumed to be independent' of 
temperature both in (3) and (5). However, th~ heat relaxation in amor
phous-metals after "short heating" indicates that J. may'depend on 
T for T ~0.1Tf /6/. Such experiments are performed as fàllows: af
ter complete relaxation at To' the apecimen is heated,rather rapid
ly to the "heating" temperature TH and after the ti~e interval t H 
is rapidly cooled to To again; then the heat release Q(TH,To,tH,t) 
ia measured. 

With temperature independent "" , the ratio r or Q for two 
different t H (and the same To and TH) ia 

Q(TH,To,tH1 ,t) + t/tH2 
r = (8)

Q(TH'To,tH2,t) + t/tH1 
/6/and does not depend on the value of T 

H •
To explain the dependence of r on bbserved in g'lasayTH 

metaIs /6/, an aasumption that 

).' = .À - d.. T/Tf (9 ) 

2 

is mede, where c:L is constant. Thia leads to the ratio 

+ (t/tH2)exp(- rLTH2/ Tf )/exp (- aLTo/Tf) 
r (10) . 

+ (t/tH1Jexp (» oLTH1/Tf)/~XP(-eLTon f) 

which ia in goorl agreement with the experimental results for t = 1h, 
= 20h, = 0.2h and = 0.5h in the region 0.1 ~ TH/Tf ~ 1,t H2 t H1 t H1 

if one takea ol.. = 6. 
Generally, the To dependence of the power release may signifi

cantly differ from that of (J) or (5), if .À Ls temperature depen 
dent .. 

Until now, measurementa with varying To have only been perform
ed for vitreoua silica, and only for T <'<' Tf ~ 13K (0.05K"To~ 1.08K)o
/1-3/; the resulta agree with (3) well. 

In this papar we present the resulta of the heat release measu
remente in epoxy resin EPILOX T-2o-20, hardened with dipropylenetri
amine in atoichiometric proportions at room temperature, in a fairly 
extended region of parameters T1, TH, To' t H and t. 

2. Experimental 

The apecimen (a cylinder 48 mm in diameter, 29 mm high) consist
ed of 57.54 g of EPILOX T-20-20 and 11.90 g of copper foil (30 r m 
thick) for thermal contaet with the thermometer (germanium resistor 
SI-N1), the heater and the heat switch, connecting the specimen with 
the body of the cal~rimeter. 

The experimental a~angement was the same as in /9/. The speei-. 
men with the thermometer and the heater hanga in the calorimeter on 
8 Kapron threads (0.13 mm in diameter~ 31 mm long). 

The resistance drift R of the thermometer was measured as a 
function of time t after cooling the specimen from the equilibrium 
temperature T1 to To. Tbe corresponding power relesse was then 
determined from the directly measured puwer release Q, the heat 
l~ak 

• 
QA and the heat background 

• 
QB as 

m 

Q(T1,To , t ) "Qm - QA - QB ' (11) 

where 

~ = RC/( aRIaT ) {12) 

QA "" A(TK - T) 03) 

R is the germanium thermometer resistance drift; C, the heat 
capaci-ty of the specimen; d R/ aT, the .senaitivity of the thermo
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meter;and A~ the coupling constant between the specimen (temperature 
T) and the body of the calorimeter (temperature TK); usually, TK=T. 
The coupling constant A with the heat switch off was slightly tem
perature dependent, A = (78±3)pW/mK at 1.3K. Time variations of the 
thermal background power, QB ~ 1150 pW, approximately equal to 100 pW, 
determined the accuracy of measurements. 

3. Results and discussion 

Separate measurements of EPILOX T-20-20 beat capacity yielded 
data consistent with 110,111 (see Fig. 1). 

The results of two various measurements of the heat release per 
gram of epoxy resin - q(292K,To,t) = Q(292K,To,t)/m (m ia the mass 
of EPILOX T-20-20) - after cooling from room temperature to To = 1..3K 
and To = 1.15K are presented in Fig. 2. Experimental points (dots and 

0• 76 open do ta ) for both To lie on the same curve, ci ~ t- for 
t ~ 1.5h. The value of q for 20h< t < 200h is very close to the 
Stycast data 13/ with and without the filler, i.e. does not signifi 
cantly depend on the consistence of the epoxy resin. 

cIT 3 , I-lJ/g.K4 

50 

20 

T,K 

0,5 2 5 10 

Fig. 1. Specific heat of epoxy resin. 
1 - EPILOX T-20-20, this paper; 2 
EPILOX T-20-20, ref. 10; 3 - EPIKOTE 
828, ref. 11. 

The heat relaxation ob
served is thus slower than 
in glassy metaIs /5,6/ or in 
vitreous silica /1-3/, possi
bly due to the increase Df 
the distribution function 
P(6,)J wi th increasing .À.. 

In EPILOX T-20-20 there is 
no experimental evidence Df 

-O 76changing t· dependence 
even after ~OO hours - thua 
the maximal relaxation time 
'l:"max >1000 h. As for vi tre",:, 
ous ,.a:j..lica (1:'max > 200 h) 
13/ and gmorphoua metaIs 
(7: >'60 h) /5,6/ it was 

max ' 
impbssible to determine ex
perimentally tbe upper limit 
of the relaxation time spec
trum. 

The measurements, results 
of which are shown in Fig. 3, 
were performed after tbe main 
beat release. decr~ased to the 

Fig. 2. Power released af~ 

ter cooling from 292K to T • 
q _ power released in 19 o 
of epoxy resin; t - time af

'1 
ter cooling to To; • - EPI

LOX T-20-20, To = 1.3K; 0


EPILOX T-20-20, To = 1.15K;
 
A- Stycast 1266, T ~
 

0.05K 13/; ~ -Styca~t 2850 0,1
 
with filler, To~0.05K 13/;
 
solid line: q '" t -0. 76;
 

broken line: q.r'J t- 1•
 

0,01 
value of 34 pW/g. Then the 
specimen was successively 
heated to varioua T1 
(1 .78K {. T1 ~ 22. 2K) and 

q ,nWjg 

t, h 

"

"" -, -. 
-, 

_t
1 

'" -. 
-, 

10 100 1000 

kept for t H = 20 h at that temperature; after another cooling to 
1.1K, the t~me dependence of q(T 1, 1.3K,t) was measured again. The 

'ó q, nW/g o o 
5 oo o 

',111 

t,h 

<o 
o 
o 

0,1 

0,1 

proportionality to t-O• 76 ia ob
served in alI cases, at least for 
t > 1h. 

Dependence' Df power Q(T1,To' 
1h) (To = 1.15K or 1.3K), releas
ed one hour after cooling, on 
T~-T~ is plotted in Fig. 4. The 
proportionali ty qNT~-T~ accor
ding to (3) only holds for lo~ T1 
(T1 ~ 2K). ~ere ~he distribution 
parameter P = P/.f (1' ia them 
density of EPILOX T-20-20) can be 
determined,. P = (1.0+0.1 )·1039/ J g . m - _ 
Th~s value is not far from P
3·1039/Jg for PMMA 

m 
/4/, and is 

Fig. 3. Power released after cool
ing from different T1 to 1.3K. 
q - power released in 19 Df EPILOX 
T-20-20; t - time after cpoling to 
1.3K. Straight lines: qrv t-O•76. 
Values of T1 are indieated inside 
the figure. 
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Fig. 5. Ratio of power released 1he 
q(lh]. nW/g1,5 

J~G 
after cooling from TH with short 
heating time (tH1 = 0.2h) to that 
after cooling from equilibrium TH 
T1 (tH2 = 20h). 

e 

0,5
ti - To = 1. 3K, o - To == 1. 15K; 

" 
curve 1: equation (8); 

O,, '/ curve 2: equation (10), Tf = 16.5K, 

J.- == 6. 

q(O,2h,1hJ!q(1h) 

~~. 
,,/ 

/8 

--~-
TH"K 

o 5 10 
A 

(a) (broken line 1 in Fig. 5), this 
ratio increases with TH• As in amorphous metaIs, (10) with ~ = 6 

la (putting ~f = 16.5K) holds well for EPILOX T-20-20, when t H = 0.2h, 
T?- T2 11(2 t = 1h (curve 2 in Fig. 5). Such coincidence may be in principIe due 

to the existence of a universal dependence of the. low-temperature 
0 

ioo 200 300 ~OO '00 
heat release on TH/Tf and To/Tf• Varying TH, t H and t more signifi

Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the heat release. q(1b) - power cantly, we have found out: 
released in 19 of EPlLOX T-20-20 1 hour after cooling from T1 to To; For low values of heating temperature TH < 2K, deviations 
• - To = 1.3K, heating time t H = 20h; o - To = 1.15K, t H = 20 h, from (10) were not seen for 0.2 ~ tH/t ~ 4 (aee Fig. 6). For higher 
.1- To =' 1.JK, t H = 0.2h,.6 - To = 1.15K, t H = 0~2h. TH and sufficiently larger tH/t, more two-level systems are excited, 
Curve 1: equation (3) with Pm = 1.0·1039/Jg; curve 2: equation (5) than ia implied in (9), (10) (Fig. 7). Trying to explain such beha
with ~m = 1.0·1039/Jg, Tf = 16.5K, Tb/T f == 0.2; cu~e 3: equation (5) viour within the tunneling model, we have to assume Buch a deformati
with Pm = 1.0·10J9/Jg, Tf = 15K, Tb = o. on of the distribution function p(L\ , À) at hí.ghe r- To or/and TH that 

variations of large À are greater than those of small Â (short 
relaxation time); oL in (9), (10) is greater for greater values 
of .1 • This yields a maximum of the function p( Â ,.À) at certain 

essentlally lar~er than vitreous silica and glasey metaIs Pm'e .1. =1. max" which drifts to lower Â- ,when t empera ture increases. 

(4.5·1037/Jg /3 and (1.2 + 2.3)·1037/Jg /6/ respectively~ With P Thia deformation of the tunneling-level spectrum allow8 ue to explain 
m 

1.0·10J9/Jg and Tf = 16.5K, Tb/Tf = 0.2, the diatribution function another experimental fact: measuring alternatively the heat relesse 
after cooling from various equilibrium(4) yields values in good agreement with the experiment even for 

hígher T1 (see ~urve 2 in Fig. 4). The value of Tf is slightly higher T1 to fixed To ~ 1.15K, and hea t ab-

than that for vitreous silica (13K /3,6/) and lower in compariaon 

with amorphous metaIs (20K for FeaoB14Si6 and 24K for q [t H ,l h)/q (1h] 
Fig. 6. Dependence of the heat ~eleasI

C069Fe4.5Cr2Si2~5B22); in alI these materiaIs Tf is much smaller than ed on the heating time.
the glass temperature T (T = 353K for EPILOX T-20-20 /12/).g g q(tH, 1h) - power released 1h after

The experimental results of the power released 1 hour after cool
cooling from TH = 1.92K to To == 1.15K':~
ing, when the heating time t H at TH was short, are shown in Fig. 4 
with the heating time t H; q(1h) - power

(triangles), too. ' The ratio of thie power 'for t H1 = 0.2h and t = H2 releaaed 1h after cooling from equilib
20h), li rium TH = T1 = 1.92K (tH = 20h) to To == 

t H , hq(~.2h,1h)/q(lh) = q(T H,To,0.2h,lh)/q(TH,T o,20h,1h) 1.15K; curve 1: equation (10), = , Tf 
as a function of TH (To = 1.3K and 1.15K) is shown in Fig. 5. Unlike O 1 2 3 4 5 16.5K, ~ == 6: curve 2: equation (8). 
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ratures To, T1• 
Thus, when temperature increas

es tbe number of states with long 
relaxation time decrenses and the 

Fig. 8. Heat release after cooling
 
(To < T1) and heat absorption after
 
~eating (To> T1) for various T1 and
 

To·
 
q - ab~olute value of power released
 
or absorbed in 19 of EPILGX T-20-20;
 

t - time;
 
full dota - release,
 
open dots - absorption.
 

Fig. 7. Time dependence of 
power released after cooling 
from TH (1.9K.{,TH48.61K) to 
To = 1.15K with various t H 
(0.2h ~tH~20h). tr 
t - time; solid curves - ex >, 
periment; broken curves 
equation (10) with Tf = 16.5K ~ 
and d... = 6. 

sorption after heating from 
equilibrium To to T1 (Fig. 8), 
we see that for sufficiently 
large T1, absolute values of 
release and corresponding ab~. 

sorption significantly differ 
in contradiction to (J) and 
(5). Because of maximum appear

ing at higher temperature, the
 
observed heat absorption is
 
greater than corresponding
 
heat release, wpich is measur

ed at the lower of both tempe

10 

t.h 

q,pW/g 

101 

t
 
r.f. 

i 

Fig. 9. Heat absorption after sub
sequent small steps between 1.16K 4,pW/g T1,K To,K 

'V 1,16 1,69and 3.96K. 
\) 1,68 2,23 

q - power released in 19 of EPILOX 6. 2,23 2,71 

T-20-20; t - time; solid curves  o 2,73 3,33 
0• 76• lJ 3,31 3,95experiment; broken line q~ t-

number of short-relaxation-time 
states increases. Higher density 
of the latter states will after 
all imply lowering the thermal 
conductivity. The observed plate ,

-, , , ,au of the thermal conductivity 
','" t- O

,76 
for vitreous 8ilica /13/ and epo
xy resin /10,11/ between 0.3Tf 

''-'' 
'-',and Tf seems to be reasonable 

I101( , ' from this point of view. 10 
The results of absorption 

measurements after small steps 
between T1 and To, - probably, more convenient ~orTo-T1 «To,T1 
theoretical analyaia - are presented in Fig. 9. Variations o~ mean 
temperature T =(T1 + To)/2 essentially affect the time dependence of 
the absorption. In the first approximation at time to' the largest 

part of q(to) is due to transi
tions with relaxation-time valu& 
To (and corresponding À o) in 

qlt o )/ 6T, pW/gK the vicinity of to. The time de
pendence of the heat release va

/ to =·1 h ries according to the difference
I between À and Â : decreaso maxI 

I 
/ 2 

/ 
/IVT Fig. 10. Temperature dependence 

to =3h of' the heat release (absorption) 
I at fixed time to after cooling/

/ (hea t í.ng ) • 
10 2 

q(to)/âT - power absorbed (re

to =5h leased) to hours after transiti 
on from T1 to To divided by ~ T= 

= (T1 openIT1-T o I ; T + To)/2; 
dots - absorption, full dots T,K 
release; solid curves - experi

1 2 5 1Q ment; broken line - q(t o)""'T
26T. 

t,h 
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ing distance between À o and Jl max implies increasing the heat 
release. According to this simple model, the curve to = 5h (fixed t o
fixed Â o) in Fig. 10 illuatrates, how for T > 1.2K with increasing 
T the corresponding À max approaches .À o from the right, the 
difference )...0 - À max being zero around 2.7K, and nega tive for 
T > 2.7K with the absolute value increasing with T. Fig. 10 is re
arranged Fig. 9, ahowing clearly the temperature dependence of 

= IT1 - To I). In the region below the maximumq(to)/I1T (tJ.T 
q(to)/ li. T is approximately proportional to T2• 

Another evidence of the deformation of the distribution function 
P(À) while measuring temperature increases can be seen in Fig. 11: 
after 3.83h (16h) of measurement at 1.15K, when q.......,t-0• 76 and 
q(J.83h) = 0.5 nW/g (q(16h) = 0.27 nW/g), measuring temperature was 
elevated to 4.2K; q increaaed to 1.2 nW/g (0.4 nW/g), but the rela

1• 4•xation proceed-ed faster, q /'.J t- It ia probably due to atill 
higher density of states with maximum at ]L lower than Â o. 

Summing it up, it seems impossible to explain the dependence of 
the heat release q on the measuring temperatura To and TH in the tem
perature range over 0.1Tf within the standard tunneling th~ory. 

q,nW41 .. 
o	 • 6. T,=292K 

O	 li T, = 18.5K 

O 6. -O To= 1.15K 

1~ 11	 • T~=4.20K~ 'r\. 
-, 

-, 
-, 

-,
 
" """t-'
-, 

-, 
-, 

'\. t, t2 

t i	
I

0,1 t, h 

100 
Fig. 11: Dependence of the heat release on measuring temperature. 
q - power released in 1~ of EPILOX T-20-20; t - time; at t 1, measut 2,
ting temperature To was rapidly elevated from 1.15K to 4.2K. 
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4.	 Conclusions 

1
1. For sufficiently low temperatures, To,T 1 ~2K, experimental 

heat release in EPILOX T-20-20 agrees with the standard tunneling 
theory well. It enablea us to determine the density of states of 
two-level systems. Its value is fairly close to that in PMMA, and 

1i
I essentially higher than in vitreous 8ilica and metal glasses. 

2.	 Temperature dependence of the heat release for T1 > 2K and~ 
To ~1.3K can be understood within the modified version of the tun
neling theory, assuming the existence of a maximum energy Ef = kBTf 
in the distribution function. Corresponding Tf = 16.5K is not far 
irom those for vitreous silica and amorphous metaIs, but much smaller 
than the glass temperature Tg•

3. At laat, it is necessary to take into account temperature 
dependence of the tunneling parameter ~ for explaining experimen
tal results on heat release and heat absorption for different To and 
Til' To' TH >1.3K. Since dependence of Q(TH,To,tH,t)/Q(TH,To,t) on 
T~Tf seems to be the same for both epoxy resin and two amorphous 
metaIs, an idea arisas about a universal temperature dependence of 
the tunneling parameter Jl, which is controlled by the characteris
tic temperature Tf• 
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